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The Fish and Game Stamps of Marion County, Kansas
by David R. Torre, ARA

Introduction
The non-pictorial stamps issued by Marion County, Kansas, have long held a fascination for advanced 
collectors and students of fish and game stamps. Over fifty years ago it was first reported that Marion County 
might have issued the first local fish and game stamps in the United States (Janousek, 1959). Since that time, 
a relative lack of published information about the stamps and the area where they were used has prevented 
the stamps from enjoying widespread popularity. The same can be said for many other fish and game stamps, 
aside from pictorial waterfowl stamps. The purpose of this article is to tell the story of the Marion County stamp 
program and to provide descriptions of stamps which were previously unrecorded. It is hoped that this 
knowledge might enhance the appreciation of longtime collectors for this interesting segment of fish and game 
philately and, perhaps, encourage prospective new collectors to take a closer look at these stamps.

Information about the stamps was first published in The American Revenuer in 1959. In his “State Game 
Hunting and Fishing Revenue Stamps” column, pioneer fish and game collector Joseph J. Janousek provided 
a description of Marion County’s first two fishing stamps, which he reported as being issued for 1939-40 and 
1940-41 (see Figure 1), as well as fishing and duck stamps issued from the mid 1950s through 1958-59. 
Janousek stated that no information was available on fishing stamps issued from 1941-1955 or duck stamps 
issued from 1939-1953. No mention of the stamps was made in [Frank L.] Applegate’s Catalogue of State and 
Territorial Game and Fishing License Stamps, which was published by the noted state revenue dealer in the 
early 1960s.

�

FIGURE 1. THE FIRST TWO MARION COUNTY FISHING STAMPS WERE RECORDED 
BY JOSEPH JANOUSEK IN 1959. THE FIRST STAMP WAS VALID 

FOR JUST OVER ONE MONTH BEGINNING MAY 26, 1940.
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The early 1970s brought about a relative explosion in published information. In his Kansas State Revenue 
Catalogue, Charles J. Bellinghausen provided descriptions of four early stamps not recorded by Janousek. 
These were the 1943 and 1944 duck stamps and the 1944-45 and 1953-54 fishing stamps (see Figure 2).

�

FIGURE 2. IN 1972 CHARLES BELLINGHAUSEN RECORDED FOUR ADDITIONAL EARLY STAMPS
 IN HIS KANSAS STATE REVENUE CATALOGUE. THE 1943 STAMP IS THE FIRST TRUE “DUCK STAMP” ISSUED IN THE US.

Just previous to the catalogue being published, fellow Kansas specialist Hugh L. Smiley informed 
Bellinghausen that remainders of most of the stamps issued from 1954 through 1970 were still kept in a box at 
the Marion County courthouse (Smiley, H.L., 1991). With the remainders to study, Bellinghausen was able to 
provide detailed descriptions and illustrations of the stamps and recorded many significant printing varieties 
including the popular “Dusk” error of 1969 (see Figure 3). In a separate publication, Compound Roulettes of 
the Marion County Fish and Duck Stamps, Bellinghausen described rouletting variations and combinations 
which he discovered on many of the remainders.

�

FIGURE 3. BELLINGHAUSEN RECORDED MANY CONSTANT PRINTING VARIETIES INCLUDING 
THE “DUSK” ERROR OF 1969 WHICH IS FOUND IN POSITION EIGHT ON THE TEN STAMP PANES.
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In 1973 E. L. Vanderford’s Handbook of Fish and Game Stamps was published. This invaluable reference 
covered the stamps in additional detail and provided descriptions of six early stamps which were previously 
unrecorded. These were the 1946 and 1947 duck stamps which had been discovered by the legendary stamp 
dealer Gilson Willets of Flying Horse Stamp Company fame (Vanderford, 1991), as well as the 1950 and 1951 
duck stamps and the 1950-51 and 1951-52 fishing stamps which had been reported by revenue specialist Dr. 
Kenneth Pruess (see Figure 4). Vanderford also provided descriptions of fishing and duck stamps issued in 
1971 and 1972.

�

FIGURE 4. E. L. VANDERFORD’S HANDBOOK OF FISH AND GAME STAMPS WAS PUBLISHED 
IN 1973 AND LISTED SIX EARLY STAMPS NOT RECORDED BY JANOUSEK OR BELLINGHAUSEN. 

THE 1946 AND 1947 DUCK STAMPS WERE DISCOVERED AND INSCRIBED “KANSAS” 
BY FAMED STAMP DEALER GILSON WILLETS.
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In 1977 Vanderford’s Checklist of State and Locally Issued Migratory Waterfowl Hunting License Stamps was 
published and included a description of the 1973 duck stamp (see Figure 5). Already a collector of federal 
waterfowl stamps for many years, the check list would have a profound effect on my life. It was at this time that 
I first became interested in learning more about (and soon enjoyed collecting) non pictorial waterfowl stamps. I 
began to check them off.

�

FIGURE 5. 1973 MARION COUNTY DUCK 
REPORTED BY VANDERFORD IN 1977.

In the 1980s, after becoming especially intrigued with the stamps issued by Marion County, Kansas, I began to 
make pilgrimages there in search of previously unrecorded stamps and new information. It turned out to be a 
marvelous treasure hunt. With each new discovery I felt more compelled to write this article and share what I 
had learned. So here we go…

I found the town of Marion charming and the people very friendly. The lake was still picturesque and unspoiled. 
As a result of my avid interest in the stamps and their history I found it all captivating. New friends and other 
contacts made over the years would occasionally locate a license or two or perhaps a loose stamp. However, 
on two separate trips amazing new finds were made.

J.E. Mullikin was the first Marion County Park and Lake Supervisor. I was introduced to a woman who was the 
caretaker and housekeeper for the Mulliken family. When relatives cleaned out Mullikin’s house in 1992, they 
apparently saw no value in the stamps, licenses and records he had saved. Everything was boxed up and 
brought to the curb for collection. The caretaker had a deep attachment to the family and retrieved some of the 
items from the boxes to keep as mementos, including Mullikin’s personal hunting and fishing licenses. 
Mullikin’s licenses were incredible. They bore many previously unrecorded stamps and would soon become a 
part of fish and game lore.

After meeting with the woman she allowed me to purchase most of the licenses that served as the basis for 
this article. After the article was originally published in 1993, she contacted me again. She was quite pleased 
with the finished product and informed me that she had found another box containing additional licenses and 
some unused stamps. This second group of items forms the basis for much of the updated portion of this 
article and for our collaboration I will always be grateful. Is is safe to say that without her vigilance and 
foresight, many of the early Marion County stamps would never have been recorded and I could not have told 
their story in such a definitive way.
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The second remarkable find came about after knocking on the door of John Waner, the person who succeeded 
Mulliken as Park and Lake Supervisor. I shall recount this afternoon in detail later in the article. Along with the 
stamps from both these finds I was eventually able to list and describe all of the Marion County waterfowl 
stamps except for the one from 1952 in the 3rd edition of my Catalog of U.S. Non-Pictorial Waterfowl Stamps 
(Torre, 1999). Today, a great deal more is known about both the Marion County stamps and the area where 
they were used. Some of the more important facts concerning the stamps are as follows:

1. In 1940, three years after Kansas became the first state government to issue a fish and game stamp with 
one required to hunt quail in 1937, Marion County became the first local government to issue a fish and 
game stamp in the U.S. (see Figures 1,19 and 20) with one required for fishing (Marion County Record of 
Sports Licenses).

2. Second only to those issued by the State of Ohio for Pymatuning Lake in 1938, Marion County became the 
first local government to issue a fish and game stamp in the U.S. (see Figures 1, 19 and 20) with one 
required for fishing (Marion County Record of Sports Licenses)..

3. In 1941 Marion County first issued a waterfowl stamp (Marion County Sports License Records), and 
surviving examples rank second only to Ohio’s 1937 stamp for Pymatuning Lake as the earliest state or 
local waterfowl stamps on record (see Figure 6). 

4. The 1943 duck stamp recorded by Bellinghausen is now known to be the first stamp issued by any 
government in the world to bear that inscription (see Figure 2). It may further surprise collectors to know 
that since that time only the states of California and Nevada have joined Marion County in issuing true 
“duck stamps.”

5. The Marion County Waterfowl stamps are the longest consecutively issued series of waterfowl stamps by 
any state or local government in the twentieth century (1941-1973).

6. In December of 2014, over forty years after the series was discontinued, the final unrecorded Marion 
County stamp was discovered and recorded for philatelists by Michael Jaffe – the 1952 stamp for duck 
hunting.

�

FIGURE 6. THE FIRST COUNTY WATERFOWL STAMP 
WAS ISSUED IN 1941. NOTE THAT “WATER FOWL” 

IS TYPESET IN TWO WORDS.
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Marion County Park and Lake
Marion County is located in central Kansas, with the county seat of Marion being approximately 43 miles 
northeast of Wichita (see Figure 7). Two famous trails dating back to the early days of westward expansion 
intersect in Marion County. Thousands of head of cattle were driven north along the Chisholm Trail through the 
county on their way from Texas to Abilene, while traders and settlers followed the Santa Fe Trail west through 
the county on their way from St. Louis to Mexico and later New Mexico. The first settlement is reported to have 
been made in Marion County in 1860. During the 1870s the county was located on the edge of the western 
frontier and attracted a large number of European immigrants, mainly Dutch and German, to its fertile land. 
Soon after the county became known as a thriving agricultural area (Van Meter, 1972).

�

FIGURE 7. MAP OF MARION COUNTY, KANSAS
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In the early 1930s local residents, including many sportsmen, became interested in building a recreational park 
featuring a lake. A park committee was formed in 1935 whose goal was to produce “a recreational center that 
cannot be excelled anywhere in the country” (Marion Record, March 30, 1939). The federal government 
agreed to cover virtually all of the costs, presumably as a flood control project and as a way to put people to 
work following the great depression. A site was chosen 3 miles southeast of Marion. Plans for the dam were 
drawn by the Kansas State Fish and Game Commission and approved by the Division of Water Resources of 
the State Department of Agriculture. Construction began in February of 1936 (see Figure 8). The dam, spillway 
and stilling basin which created the lake were built by 200-300 “combined colored veteran and junior members” 
of a Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) camp supervised by the Soil Conservation Service (SCS) branch of the 
federal government (Marion Record, March 30, 1939).

�

FIGURE 8. TOP LEFT: MEMBERS OF THE CCC WITH MARION COUNTY RESIDENTS.
 TOP RIGHT: CONSTRUCTION ON THE DAM AND SPILLWAY.

 BOTTOM: THE DAM AND SPILLWAY ARE COMPLETED.

The county park committee worked with the Marion County Board of Commissioners, the SCS and the Works 
Progress Administration (WPA) to bring the project to completion in 1939. When finished, the new recreational 
center named Marion County Park and Lake featured an 80 acre lake 35 feet deep at the dam, 39 concrete 
picnic tables, a golf course, a baseball diamond, tennis courts, shuffleboard courts, a roller skating rink, 
croquet grounds and a fly casting course (Marion Record, May 23, 1940).
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Jerry E. Mullikin, a former-peace officer who had a lifelong interest in fish and game conservation, was 
selected by the board of commissioners as the first Park and Lake Supervisor (Marion Record, March 30, 
1939), and the park was opened on a limited basis for boating and picnicking before the end of 1939. Fishing 
was intended to be the primary attraction of the park and during its three years of construction the lake had 
been stocked with 80,000 fish (Van Meter, 1972 and Waner, 1992). These included bass, crappie, channel cat, 
bluegill and striped perch (see Figure 9).

�  

FIGURE 9. PETE SHAMBRON (FOREGROUND WITH CAP) AND OTHERS  
STOCKING THE LAKE WITH FISH PRIOR TO OPENING DAY.

It was announced that at 5:30 a.m. on  May 26, 1940, a starting gun would be fired to signal the official opening 
of the lake to fishermen (Marion Record, may, 1940). This was a widely anticipated event (see figure 10), and 
by early morning on the 26th 10,000 people had jammed the park and 2,000 licensed fishermen from 35 
countries and 8 states lined the banks of the lake. To put this in perspective, the population of the town of 
Marion numbered about 2,000 and the entire county about 20,000 at the time. According to an excerpt from the 
front page of the local newspaper, the Marion Record, “when the starting bomb exploded promptly at 5:30, 
hundreds of fishers lining almost all available spots about the lake were poised with hooks baited, fly rods 
ready or cane poles strung up waiting for the sound and the water’s top was immediately lashed with the plunk 
of hundreds of lures, minnows, shrimp tails, gobs of melt and squirming angle worms” (Marion Record, may 30, 
1940).
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�

FIGURE 10. THE OFFICIAL OPENING OF THE LAKE ON MAY 26, 1940 
WAS A WIDELY ANTICIPATED EVENT.
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The celebration extended to nearby Marion, where county and state officials gave speeches, bands played and 
a parade marched through the town. A large number of fish were caught that day and everyone had a splendid 
time (see Figure 11). The Record reported that the biggest catch of the day was a catfish caught by Ed Navrat, 
“a blue which tipped the scales at 9 1/4 lbs.”

�

FIGURE 11. UNIDENTIFIED ANGLERS DISPLAYING THEIR CATCH 
IN FRONT OF THE LAKE OFFICE, OPENING DAY 1940.
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So began the great infatuation with “the lake” that extended well beyond the county’s borders and which lasted 
for the better part of three decades. Lake news was carried on the front page of the Record in a column first 
entitled “ On the Fishing Front” and subsequently changed to “On the Sports Front” after duck hunting was 
permitted on the lake. The column often referred to sportsmen by name and provided statistical information on 
their day’s catch. Soon word of the popular lake spread to surrounding states and eventually across the 
country. County records showed that as recently as 1971 fishermen visited from twenty-one states from New 
York to Alaska (Marion County Record, September 23, 1971). A recent photo of the lake can be seen in Figure 
12.

�

FIGURE 12. IDYLLIC MARION COUNTY LAKE, KANSAS.

There have now been five supervisors since the lake’s completion. Jerry Mullikin held the position until his 
death in February 1956, after which time his wife Verona took over temporarily until John Waner could succeed 
Mullikin in April of that same year. Dale Snelling succeeded Waner in late 1964 and retired in 2007. Steve 
Hudson succeeded Snelling and is now the current supervisor (Van Meter, 1972 , Waner, 1992 and Hudson, 
2015).  
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Fishing Stamps Issued

In 1939 the County Board of Commissioners developed a set of rules and regulations for the Park and Lake. 
Section 14a is of historic significance to collectors of fish and game stamps. It reads, “All residents of 
Marion County, Kansas, who are required to purchase a state fishing license [all persons 16 to 21] shall secure 
a permit [stamp] which shall cost twenty-five cents ($0.25) and attach to said license; at the expiration of any 
fishing license another permit which shall cost twenty five cents shall be secured and attached to the fishing 
license.” (Anonymous, 1939). And so it was that with this directive the first fish and game stamps issued by a 
local government in the United States were to be put into use.

This very nearly was not the case, however, for notes made by Jerry Mullikin previous to the rules and 
regulations being adopted show that originally a rubber stamp on resident’s state licenses had been 
contemplated before it was decided to go with adhesive stamps (see Figures 13a and b). 

�

FIGURE 13. NOTES MADE BY JERRY MULLIKEN SHOW THAT ORIGINALLY A RUBBER STAMP 
ON RESIDENT’S STATE LICENSES WAS CONSIDERED BEFORE DECIDING ON ADHESIVE STAMPS.
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�

FIGURE 13B. THE LETTER THAT CHANGED THE WORLD 
FOR COLLECTORS OF FISH AND GAME STAMPS.

Also, if the State Fish and Game Commission had its way, it is unlikely that the stamps would have ever been 
put into use. Only county residents were required to purchase the stamps. They  were intended to identify and 
convey to residents an economic advantage over non-residents. Section 14b of the rules and regulations 
continued, “All persons who are non-residents of Marion County, Kansas, and who are required to purchase a 
state fishing license, shall purchase a permit [not a stamp] which shall cost One Dollar ($1.00) per day or 
Seven and 50-100 Dollars ($7.50) per year… This policy decision did not sit well with the Fish and Game 
Commission, and Director Guy D. Josserand wrote at least two letters to Jerry Mullikin voicing the state 
commission’s displeasure. The first letter, dated March 12, 1940, was lengthy. Some excerpts are as follows:

“…relative to the rules and regulations put into effect on the Marion County Lake by the County 
Commissioners, in which there is a discriminatory charge made for fishing in the Marion County Lake, as 
between residents of the county and non-residents… We believe this idea of a discriminatory charge by 
counties is a shortsighted policy… Personally, we deplore the fact that states make discriminatory charge for 
non-residents… We should welcome the person who wants to come within the borders of Kansas for 
recreation, rather than set up a barrier against him… We suggest this letter is not made public.”

The second letter, sent shortly before the official opening of the lake is reproduced in Figure 14. These letters 
demonstrate that Marion County was pressured by the state to change their policy and if successful it might 
have prevented stamps from being issued to county residents. A photo of Mullikin and County Commissioner 
Karl Moshbacher having a serious discussion in front of the lake at this time is shown in Figure 15. Mullikin 
appears steadfast.
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FIGURE 14. THE STATE FISH AND GAME COMMISSION ATTEMPTED TO 
PRESSURE MARION COUNTY INTO CHANGING ITS STAMP POLICY.
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�

FIGURE 15. JERRY MULLIKEN (LEFT) TALKING WITH COUNTY  
COMMISSIONER KARL MOSHBACHER IN FRONT OF THE LAKE.

The County Commissioners were not intimidated and the stamps were put into service as planned. As 
explained by John Waner, a long time county resident who succeeded Mullikin as Park and Lake Supervisor in 
1956, “It was felt that because county residents paid to maintain the park facilities through their local taxes, it 
was only fair to allow them to enjoy the facilities at a reduced cost.” 

Research has revealed a document which shows the [Marion] Board of County Commissioners approved 
several changes to the original rules and regulations on January 17, 1941. At this time Sec, 14, (b) effectively 
reduced non-resident fees to fifty cents daily and $5.00 yearly (see Figures 16 and 17). Even with the 
reduction, the Marion County stamps continued to allow residents to enjoy fishing at the lake for a fraction of 
the fee charged non-residents.
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�

FIGURE 16. IN JANUARY OF 1941, THE FEES FOR NON-RESIDENT FISHERMEN WERE LOWERED.
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FIGURE 17. DAILY NON-RESIDENT PERMIT TO FISH ISSUED IN 1947.
 NOTE THE DAILY FEE IS 50 CENTS – AS COMPARED TO A YEARLY FEE OF 25 CENTS FOR RESIDENTS.
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Stamp Production and Distribution
The Marion Record, located across the street from the courthouse in Marion, was selected to typeset and print 
the first stamps in 1940. The newspaper continued to typeset and print all the stamps issued by Marion County 
through 1973 (Meyers, 1991), after which time the stamps were discontinued (see Figure 18). The size of most 
of the stamps is similar to that of the Kansas quail stamps, although relatively unrefined printing techniques 
created variations in overall dimensions within and between issues over the years. Some issues were rouletted 
and some were perforated and again variations and compound types are to be found (Bellinghausen, 1973).

�

FIGURE 18. THE MARION RECORD NEWSPAPER OFFICES WHERE  
ALL MARION COUNTY STAMPS WERE TYPESET BY HAND.

All of the stamps were printed in booklet panes of ten (2 x 5) with a tab at the top and with a couple of 
exceptions, they were stapled five panes to a book with plain cardboard covers (Snelling, 1991 and Sports 
License Records). Each year the stamps were delivered across the street to the County Clerk who entered the 
date the stamps were received, the quantity received and the face value of the stamps into the Marion County 
Record of Sports Licenses. The clerk then divided the stamps for distribution. A large number of stamps were 
picked up by the current Park and Lake Supervisor, to be issued from the supervisor’s office out at the lake.

Starting in 1940, a variety of small businesses located throughout the county were used as fishing stamp 
vendors and received stamps from the County Clerk to sell. The balance of the stamps was retained by the 
clerk and starting in 1943 stamps were also issued from the courthouse in downtown Marion. The Sports 
License Records indicate that this system was used until the stamps were discontinued, although fewer and 
fewer private vendors participated as the years passed and an increasing percentage of the fishing stamps 
sold were out of the lake office (see Table I).
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In contrast to fishing stamp sales, the vast majority of county duck stamps were sold out of the lake office 
starting with the second year of issue (see Table II).

�

Payment was collected by the County Clerk after each book of stamps was completely sold and before 
additional books were distributed. At the end of each season any unsold stamps were returned to the county 
clerk. The number of stamps issued, the total payment collected and the number of stamps returned was 
recorded in the Marion County Record of Sports Licenses for each vendor. Some simple calculations reveal 
that the businesses received no fee for their services.
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The 1940 fishing stamps were printed in black ink on red paper. They are rouletted and measure approximately 
38 x 28 mm. The Sports License Records show that 1,500 stamps were printed and that they were received by 
the County Clerk on May 13, 1940. The clerk distributed 950 of the stamps to vendors the same day they were 
received. What is believed to be the first stamp sold is shown in Figure 19, used on the resident fishing license 
issued to Jerry Mullikin.

�
FIGURE 19. THE 1939-40 RESIDENT FISHING LICENSE ISSUED TO J.E. MULLIKEN BEARS  

WHAT IS BELIEVED TO BE THE FIRST STAMP SOLD BY MARION COUNTY.
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Since Marion County operated on a fiscal year basis at the time, the first stamps were on sale for just over one 
month when they were replaced by the 1940-41 issue on June 30. A total of 903 of the 1940 fishing stamps 
were sold, most of which were issued on or before opening day (see Table III for quantities of fishing stamps 
printed and sold). The records show that Mullikin ran out of stamps several times on May 26. It is now known 
that these events necessitated a hasty second printing whereby the stamps were printed on white paper in 
error (see Figure 21).

�

Subsequent to this article being published in 1993, I learned that some unused Marion County stamps were 
rescued from the trash after Mullikin’s home was cleaned out. These consisted of fishing stamps from the first 
year (1940) only. There were three loose panes of ten of the first issue on red paper; two blocks of eight of a 
previously unrecorded first issue stamp on white paper and five panes of the second issue on blue paper. The 
latter were still stapled together as part of a booklet (see Figures 20, 21 and 22). These stamps were not 
remainders by philatelic definition. Found along with Mulliken’s personal hunting and fishing licenses, copies of 
the first Park and Lake Rules and Regulations and various newspaper clippings pertaining to the opening of 
the Park and Lake, it is believed that Mullikin kept these stamps as a memento. The caretaker had the same 
purpose in mind when she saved the items from destruction.
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FIGURE 20. COMPLETE UNUSED PANE OF THE FIRST MARION COUNTY STAMP. 
THIS STAMP WAS PUT ON SALE OPENING DAY, MAY 26, 1940. 

NOTE THE BOTTOM PAIR OF STAMPS IS IMPERFORATE BETWEEN.
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FIGURE 21. BLOCK OF EIGHT FIRST ISSUE STAMPS PRINTED ON WHITE PAPER IN ERROR. 
THIS OCCURRED WHEN MULLIKEN RAN OUT OF STAMPS ON OPENING DAY AND THE 

MARION RECORD WAS CALLED UPON TO PRINT MORE STAMPS IN A BIG HURRY.
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FIGURE 22. SINCE MARION COUNTY OPERATED ON A FISCAL YEAR BASIS 
AND THE FIRST STAMPS WERE NOT PUT ON SALE UNTIL THE END OF MAY, 

THEY WERE SHORT LIVED AND REPLACED JUST OVER A MONTH LATER 
WITH THE SECOND ISSUE ON BLUE PAPER. THESE WOULD 

BE GOOD FOR A FULL YEAR’S TIME, VOID AFTER JUNE 30, 1941. 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The first year was quite successful for the new Marion County Park and Lake as indicated by Jerry Mullikin’s 
report shown in Figure 23. It should noted that the lake attracted fishermen from 19 different states; from as far 
west as California and as far east as New York.

�

FIGURE 23. MARION COUNTY PARK AND LAKE REPORT FOR THE YEAR 1940, SUBMITTED BY JERRY MULLIKIN. 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Waterfowl Stamps Issued

When plans for the park and lake were being developed during the 1930s, waterfowl hunting was not included. 
As a result, no waterfowl stamp was issued in 1940. Something unexpected occurred during the fall and winter 
of 1940-41 which prompted local sportsmen to change their minds. According to an excerpt from “Park and 
Lake Notes” in the January 9, 1941, Marion Record, “Thousands of ducks have been with us since fall and are 
still here in large numbers…. they are beautiful to look at, but that is where their usefulness (currently) ends.” 
On September 16, 1941, the County Board of Commissioners passed and adopted a resolution on the motion 
of one J.J. Siebert to allow waterfowl hunting at the Marion County Park and Lake during the 1941 season, 
“Provided that each person so hunting shall have a state license with Federal duck Stamp attached, also a 
Marion County Duck stamp or permit as the case may be.” (see Figure 24).

�

FIGURES 24. ON SEPTEMBER 16, 1941, THE COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS PASSED A RESOLUTION TO ALLOW WATERFOWL 
HUNTING AT THE MARION COUNTY PARK AND LAKE. THE DOCUMENT ON THE LEFT IS THE ORIGINAL HAND TYPED RESOLUTION; THE 

ONE ON THE RIGHT IS A PHOTOCOPY OF THE SIGNED RESOLUTION LOCATED IN THE MARION COUNTY COURTHOUSE.
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As with the Fishing Stamps, only county residents were to affix a county waterfowl stamp to their state hunting 
license. Non-residents were again required to purchase daily or seasonal passes at a much higher cost. The 
resolution continued, “Each resident of Marion County, desiring to hunt at the Marion County Lake, shall 
purchase a duck stamp at a cost of 25 cents for the season. Each non-resident of Marion County desiring to 
hunt at the marion county lake shall obtain a permit at a cost of 50 cents per day or he may obtain a season 
permit at a cost of $2.50.” News of the resolution was carried on the front page of the Record on September 
25, 1941 (see Figure 25).

�

FIGURE 25. NEWS OF THE WATERFOWL HUNTING RESOLUTION WAS CARRIED ON  
THE FRONT PAGE OF THE MARION RECORD ON SEPTEMBER 25, 1941.
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The 1941 waterfowl stamps were printed in black ink on white paper. They are rouletted and measure 
approximately 36 x 26 mm. The Sports License Records show that 1,000 stamps were printed and they were 
received by the county clerk on September 23, 1941. Jerry Mullikin picked up a half of the stamps on 
September 25. What is believed to be the first stamp sold is shown used on the resident license to hunt issued 
to Mullikin in Figure 26.

�

FIGURE 26. THE 1941-42 RESIDENT LICENSE TO HUNT ISSUED TO J.E. MULLIKIN BEARS  
WHAT IS BELIEVED TO BE THE FIRST MARION COUNTY WATERFOWL STAMP SOLD.
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The records show that only 68 of the 1941 waterfowl stamps were sold. (See table IV for quantities of 
waterfowl stamps printed and sold). There are at least two significant reasons for this unexpected low total. 
One is that Marion County experienced a record-setting flood during the summer of 1941 (Van Meter, 1972). 
According to an excerpt from “Park and Lake Notes” appearing in the Record on December 18, 1941, “…There 
were not many ducks shot here during the season and there were not as many ducks that stopped here as last 
year. The abundance of water everywhere must have been responsible for that…” Another reason is that the 
bombing of Pearl Harbor occurred on December 7, and this event might have interrupted the hunting plans of 
many sportsmen towards the end of the season.

�
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Stamps After 1941
The outbreak of the war did not affect the sale of county fishing stamps, however. The total of 1,065 1941-42 
stamps exceeded the total sold for either of the two previous years (Sports License Records). The stamps 
were printed in black ink on yellow-orange paper. They are rouletted and measure approximately 37 X 27 mm. 
Stamps sold to Jerry and Verona Mullikin are shown in Figure 27. A photo of Verona is shown in Figure 28.

�

FIGURE 27. 1941-42 FISHING STAMPS WERE USED ON LICENSES ISSUED TO VERONA MULLIKIN (LEFT) AND JERRY (RIGHT). VERONA 
TEMPORARILY HELD THE POSITION OF PARK AND LAKE SUPERVISOR IN 1956.
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FIGURE 28. VERONA MULLIKIN STANDING IN FRONT OF THE LAKE WITH A CATCH OF FISH, CIRCA 1940S.
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For many years it was thought that a 1942 waterfowl stamp might not have been issued. Although the county 
duck stamps had been mentioned in an “On the Sports Front” column that appeared during the fall, no 
examples had been recorded and the Sports License Records did not indicate that any 1942 waterfowl stamps 
had been received by the County Clerk. When Jerry Mullikin’s licenses were found the issue was settled. 
Mullikin’s 1942 resident license to hunt bears a copy of the 1941 county waterfowl stamp that has been rubber-
stamped with the 1942 year date and initialed “J. E. M.” (see Figures 29 and 29a). A closer inspection of the 
Sports License Records revealed that Mullikin had indeed been issued two books of waterfowl stamps in 1942. 
Apparently someone made the decision to put some of the 1941 remainders to use. Only 69 waterfowl stamps 
were sold in 1942, all by Mullikin from his office at the lake.

�

FIGURE 29. REMAINDERS OF THE 1941 WATERFOWL STAMPS WERE USED IN 1942. THEY  
WERE RUBBER STAMPED WITH THE NEW YEAR DATE AND INITIALED BY J. E. MULLIKIN.
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�

FIGURE 29A. ENLARGEMENT CLEARLY SHOWING THE RUBBER-STAMPED 1942 OVERPRINT
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Sales of the 1942-43 fishing stamps once again approached 1,000. The stamps were printed in black ink on 
white paper. They are rouletted and measure approximately 38 x 31 mm (see Figure 30). In 1943 waterfowl 
stamps with a new design were printed and these were inscribed “RESIDENT DUCK STAMP.” Sales for the 
1943 duck stamp totaled only 60 and a trend was clearly developing in county stamp sales see Figure 31).

�

FIGURE 30. 1942-43 FISHING STAMP USED ON LICENSE ISSUED TO J. E. MULLIKIN.
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�

FIGURE 31. SALES RECORDS KEPT BY J.E. MULLIKIN FOR THE YEAR 1943. THIS IS A GLIMPSE OF HIS ORIGINAL RECORD BOOK, 
KEPT BY HIM AT HIS OFFICE OUT AT THE LAKE. THE ENLARGED LOWER RIGHT PORTION SHOWS HE RECEIVED FIVE BOOKS OF 

“DUCK STAMP RESIDENTS”. AS OF 11/26/43 HE HAD SOLD ALL THE STAMPS FROM BOOK 1 (50 STAMPS X 25 CENTS = $12.50). 
BY THE END OF THE SEASON HE HAD SOLD ADDITIONAL TEN STAMPS FROM BOOK 2 FOR A TOTAL OF 60. THE BALANCE OF 

THE STAMPS FROM BOOK 2 AS WELL AS BOOKS 3,4 AND 5 WERE RETURNED TO THE COUNTY CLERK’S OFFICE.
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If Tables III and IV are compared, it is evident that despite an increase in waterfowl stamp sales following the 
end of the war, duck hunting on Marion County Lake simply never caught on with county residents the way 
fishing did. Duck stamp sales peaked in the mid 1950s and then began to steadily decline, falling each 
successive year into the 1960s. The Sports License Records show that duck stamp sales reached an all time 
high in 1956, immediately following a period when fishing stamp sales had reached an all time low.

According to John Waner, who succeeded Verona Mullikin at this time, the reason for both of these extremes 
was a severe drought which caused the lake to run half dry. Warner recalls planting wheat along the north half 
of the dry lake bed during the fall of 1956. While adversely affecting fishing conditions, the drought made 
Marion County Lake a popular place for duck hunting as everything else was dry. In 1955 and 1956 duck 
stamp sales averaged just over 20 per cent of fishing stamp sales and over the 31 year period for which sales 
figures are available just less than 9 per cent (see Table V).

�
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The Waner License
John Waner was an avid sportsman and spent much of his life fishing and hunting on the lake. On one of my 
trips to marion County I learned from Dale Snelling that not only was John Waner still alive, but that he lived in 
a house around the lake about a half hour walk from where we were standing in the Lake office.

After a nostalgic walk around the lake I located his house and knocked on the door. When John answered I 
introduced myself and told him of my interest in the stamps and my desire to write this article. John proved to 
be a wealth of information and provided valuable insights I was not able to glean from books and records. 
Finally I asked him “did you happen to keep any of your old hunting and fishing licenses?” John replied “yes, 
but just a few”. As I tried to remain calm, John went into his bedroom and returned a few minutes later with a 
small box containing a 1/2 inch tall pile of licenses.

As we worked our way down the pile, most of them bore only common federal and state stamps and my initial 
enthusiasm was fading. Then we came to a license bearing one of the last five duck stamps sold at Marion 
County in 1973, a truly wonderful and historic fish and game artifact (see Figure 45). Within the next 15 
minutes I had laid out in in front of me the licenses shown below in Figures 32-35, bearing a total of six county 
stamps that were previously unrecorded. Now I was having a hard time keeping it together.

�

FIGURE 32. 1946-47 FISHING STAMP AND 1946 COUNTY DUCK STAMP USED ON LICENSE ISSUED TO JOHN WANER.
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�

FIGURE 33. 1947-48 FISHING STAMP AND 1947 COUNTY DUCK STAMP (ON REVERSE)  
USED ON LICENSE ISSUED TO JOHN WANER.

�

FIGURE 34. 1948-49 FISHING STAMP AND 1948 COUNTY DUCK STAMP ISSUED ON LICENSE ISSUED TO JOHN WANER.
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John was still very sharp and looking at his old licenses for the first time in many years brought about a flood of 
memories. He conveyed these to me by way of a series of stories about hunting and fishing on the lake “back 
in the old days”. It was an experience I will never forget.

John was really not interested in parting with his memories and it was well into the afternoon before he finally 
told me that “I think they mean more to you than they do to me”. One of my toughest negotiations had allowed 
me to obtain the licenses and thereby bring the six previously unrecorded stamps into collector’s hands.

John’s 1949 license bears the only recorded examples of both the Marion County fishing and duck stamps for 
that year. Known today simply as the “Waner License”, it is one of the the most important pieces in fish and 
game philately (see Figure 35).

�

FIGURE 35. THE “WANER LICENSE” BEARING THE ONLY RECORDED EXAMPLES  
OF BOTH MARION COUNTY STAMPS FROM 1949.

As with all the Marion County stamps described in this article the overall dimensions should be considered 
approximations. The 1946-47 fishing stamps were printed in green on white paper and measure 38 x 22 mm. 
The 1947-48 fishing stamp used on Warner’s license was printed in black on blue paper and measures 45 x 22 
mm. The Sports License Records suggest that there were two printings of the 1947-48 stamps, with 1,000 
being delivered to the County Clerk on June 25,1947, and an additional 500 on October 4, 1974. It is not 
known what differences, if any, might exist between the two printings. Starting with the 1948-49 season, the fee 
charged for the fishing stamps was raised to fifty cents and remained at that level through 1973. The 
1948-49zfishing stamps were printed in black on white paper and measure 38 x 30 mm. The 1949-50 fishing 
stamps were printed in black on pink paper and measure 38 x 37 mm.
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In 1948 the fee charged for the county duck stamps was also raised to fifty cents and remained at that level 
through 1973. The 1948 duck stamps were printed in black on blue paper and measure 40 x 30 mm. The 1949 
duck stamps are printed in black on white paper and measure 38 x 30 mm. The 1946-47 and 1947-48 fishing 
stamps are perforated, while the other four stamps are rouletted.

In Vanderford’s Handbook of Fish and Game Stamps, both the 1950 and 1951 duck stamps are incorrectly 
described as being printed in black ink on green paper. The stamps were actually printed on blue and white 
paper, respectively (see Figures 4 and 36). A 1952-53 fishing stamp used on a piece of Jerry Mullikin’s 1952 
combination hunting and fishing license is shown in Figure 37. The stamp was printed in black on pink paper 
and measures approximately 41 x 36 mm.

�

FIGURE 36. 1950-51 FISHING STAMP AND 1950 DUCK STAMP USED ON LICENSE ISSUED TO J.E. MULLIKIN.

�

FIGURE 37. 1952-53 FISHING STAMP USED ON A PIECE OF LICENSE ISSUED TO J. E. MULLIKIN.
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Fishing stamps continued to be issued on a fiscal year basis until 1959, when it was decided to switch to a 
calendar year basis. Stamps were issued at a reduced fee, twenty five cents, to cover the end of 1959. The 
Sports License Records indicate that there were two printings of the stamps and that both seem to have been 
delivered to the County Clerk on the same date, June 25, 1959.

The stamps that Vanderford refers to as type I in his handbook were printed in black on yellow paper and 
measure approximately 43 x 39 mm (see Figure 38 left). Type II stamps were printed on a darker yellow-
orange paper and are larger, measuring approximately 47 x 44 mm (see Figure 38 right). Both are rouletted. 
The records show that 1,050 of one type were printed and 500 of the other. The author has assigned the larger 
figure to Type I solely on the basis that they are more common today. A total of 901 stamps were sold, but 
again the records provide for no breakdown by type. Starting with the 1960 issue, Marion County fishing 
stamps were valid for a full calendar year.

�

FIGURE 38. THERE WERE TWO PRINTINGS OF THE FISHING STAMP ISSUED TO COVER THE END OF 1959. 
TYPE II (RIGHT) WAS LARGER AND PRINTED ON DARKER PAPER.

 THE STAMPS IN THIS ILLUSTRATION ARE NOT TO SCALE.
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Remainders and Printing Varieties
Aside from the small number of first year fishing stamps saved by Mullikin, no unused Marion County stamps 
issued prior to 1954 have been recorded. All of the early stamps in collector’s hands today are on, or have 
been removed from hunting and fishing licenses. The best explanation for this fact is that in 1951 a 
catastrophic flood hit Marion and the water rose to eight feet on Main Street (see Figure 39). The county 
archives and records, along with any remainders of previous years’ stamps were destroyed (The Wichita 
Eagle, July 11, 1951). 

�

FIGURE 39. A TREMENDOUS FLOOD HIT MARION COUNTY IN 1951 AND MOST PAPER ITEMS WERE DESTROYED.

When Bellinghausen was doing his studies on the Marion County stamps, he had in his possession full sheets 
of many of the stamps issued from 1954 through 1970 (Smiley, 1991). Some time in 1971 Hugh Smiley visited 
the county courthouse and learned that the county Clerk had not disposed of a portion of the remainders of the 
fishing and duck stamps issued since 1954. The kind-hearted clerk allowed Smiley to take what he wanted for 
his collecting purposes and retained the balance in a box. At the time Bellinghausen was researching his 
catalog, and Smiley told him about the box of stamps. Bellinghausen worked out a deal with the County Clerk 
whereby he mounted a collection of full panes of most of the stamps found in the box for the county archives 
and he was then given the remaining stamps for his own use (Smiley, 1991).
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The author has spent a great deal of time analyzing the stamps that are known to have originated from the 
clerk in 1971, and has concluded that the box contained only a small portion of the total remainders. For 
example, the Sports License Records show that in 1966 there were 100 duck stamps printed and 53 were sold. 
This left 47 remainders, yet neither Smiley nor Bellinghausen was ever able to obtain a single copy for their 
own collections (Kettenbrink, 1992 and Smiley, 1991). Bellinghausen described the stamp as “information 
wanted” in his catalogue. The only unused copy on record was purchased by Vanderford from the lake office 
during the 1966 season for 50 cents (see Figure 22).

�

FIGURE 40. E.L. VANDERFORD PURCHASED THE ONLY
 UNUSED EXAMPLE OF THE 1966 WATERFOWL STAMP RECORDED

 FROM THE LAKE OFFICE FOR FIFTY CENTS WHILE IT WAS STILL VALID.

The Sports License Records also indicate that their were over 1,000 remainders of many of the fishing stamps 
issued in the 1950s. However, less that 20 per cent of these were given to Smiley and Bellinghausen (Smiley, 
1991). What became of the greater number of remainders is unknown. In 1982 the Kansas State Historical 
Society conducted an exhaustive search of the Marion County courthouse for archival purposes and no 
remaining stamps were found (Harmon, 1992). It is now believed that the box contained remainders of only the 
County Clerk’s working stock and that the backup stock, as well as the stamps that were returned from the lake 
office and private vendors, were disposed of on a yearly basis since they were obsolete. 

With the full sheets to study, Bellinghausen discovered that over the years several errors in typesetting had 
occurred which resulted in constant varieties on the ten stamp panes. Bellinghausen described and illustrated 
these varieties in his catalog: 1957 duck stamps from position four have the first two lines of text reversed; 
1960 duck stamps from position nine are missing an ornamental ball from the upper left corner of the frame; 
1961 duck stamps from position six are missing one leg of the “R” in RESIDENT, thus spelling PESIDENT; 
1969 fishing stamps from position seven are set with a bold “m” in Permit; and 1969 duck stamps from position 
eight have Duck misspelled Dusk (see figures 3).
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�

FIGURE 41. WITH FULL SHEETS OF THE REMAINDERS TO STUDY, BELLINGHAUSEN  
DISCOVERED MANY TYPESETTING ERRORS (SEE TEXT).

In the early 1990s two additional varieties were recorded. I found that 1957 duck stamps from position three 
have a “1” set in place of the “I” in RESIDENT. Robert Dumaine, a stamp dealer who specializes in duck 
stamps, purchased much of Smiley’s share of the remainders and while discussing the stamps with me over 
the phone, realized that 1964 duck stamps from position 10 have the second and third lines reversed (see 
Figure 42)

�

FIGURE 42. IN THE EARLY 1990S TWO ADDITIONAL TYPESETTING ERRORS WERE DISCOVERED. 1957 STAMPS FROM POSITION THREE 
HAVE A “1” SET IN PLACE OF THE “I” IN RESIDENT. 1964 STAMPS FROM POSITION TEN HAVE THE SECOND AND THIRD LINES REVERSED.

Bellinghausen also discovered that rouletting varieties exist for both the fishing and duck stamps that were 
printed in 1956, 1959, 1960, 1964, 1965 and 1970. A page from his Compound Roulettes of the Marion County 
Fish and Duck Stamps is reproduced in Figure 43. It should be noted that Bellinghausen’s studies were limited 
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to the stamps he received from the County Clerk in 1971, and it is probable that rouletting varieties exist for 
other issues as well.

�

FIGURE 43. BELLINGHAUSEN DISCOVERED THAT ROULETTING VARIETIES EXISTED AND PUBLISHED A STUDY 
TITLED COMPOUND ROULETTES OF THE MARION COUNTY FISH AND DUCK STAMPS.
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The Final Issues
County fishing stamp sales remained relatively strong until they were discontinued along with the duck stamps 
after 1973. The 1973 fishing stamps were printed in black on orange paper and measure approximately 44 x 
34 mm (see Figure 26). Duck stamp sales never rebounded and after 1961 no more than 250 stamps were 
printed in a single year (Sports License Records). The fatal blow was dealt to the program with construction of 
the 6,000 acre Marion Reservoir located three miles northwest of Marion and just 6 1/2 miles from the county 
lake. Congress had authorized the dam and reservoir in 1950 for flood control, water supply and conservation. 
The project was designed by the Army Corps of Engineers and construction began in 1964. The project was 
completed in 1968 at a cost of $ 13,600,000. (Anonymous, 1969).

Once the federal reservoir began to fill with water in the early 1970s, the majority of ducks did not return to the 
county lake. In 1973 only 50 duck stamps were printed. Figure 44 shows a complete pane representing 10 of 
the final 50 stamps. Sales to hunters reached an all time low of five (see Table VI). The stamps were then 
discontinued and replaced by printed permits (Snelling, 1992).  This brought to an end the longest running 
waterfowl stamp series issued by a state or local government in the United States during the twentieth century. 
Figure 45 shows one of the last five duck stamps sold by Marion County, used on the combination hunting and 
fishing license issued to John Waner.

�

FIGURE 44. TWO COMPLETE PANES OF THE 1973 DUCK STAMP HAVE BEEN RECORDED. 
ONE IS IN COLLECTOR’S HANDS AND THE OTHER IS IN THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION.
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�

FIGURE 45. OBVERSE AND REVERSE OF THE 1973 COMBINATION FISH AND HUNT LICENSE ISSUED TO JOHN WANER. 
THE LICENSE BEARS ONE OF THE LAST FIVE DUCK STAMPS SOLD BY MARION COUNTY.
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The Rest Of The Story
When this article was published in 1993, all but five Marion County stamps had been recorded. Information 
was still needed for the 1943-44 and 1945-46 fishing stamps as well as the 1945, 1952 and 1953 duck stamps. 
Along with the unused first year fishing stamps, several early licenses were part of the 1992 find that were 
rescued from the trash outside of Mullikin’s home. These licenses included all remaining unrecorded Marion 
County stamps with the exception of the 1952 stamp for duck hunting (see Figures 46, 47 and 48). The 
1943-44 fishing stamp was printed in black on green paper and measures 41 x 28 mm. The 1945 duck stamp 
was printed in green on white paper and measures 39 x 31 mm. The 1945-46 fishing stamp was printed in 
black on manila paper and measures 39 x 33 mm. The 1953 duck stamp was printed in black on blue paper 
and measures 40 x 32 mm. The 1943-44 fishing and 1953 duck are rouletted while the 1945 duck and 1945-46 
fishing are perforated.

�

FIGURE 46. 1943-44 FISHING STAMP USED ON THE REVERSE OF LICENSE ISSUED TO J.E. MULLIKIN.
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�

FIGURE 47. 1945 DUCK AND 1945-46 FISHING STAMPS USED ON LICENSE ISSUED TO J.E. MULLIKIN.

�

FIGURE 48. 1953-54 FISHING AND 1952 DUCK STAMP USED ON LICENSE ISSUED TO J.E. MULLIKIN.
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As of December, 2014, all Marion County stamps have now been recorded (see Tables VI and VII). At that 
time, Michael Jaffe, a stamp dealer specializing in duck stamps, made the long awaited discovery of a 1952 
Marion County duck stamp (see Figure 49). An elderly man called him from New Jersey and informed him that 
he used to live in Marion County, Kansas. As a young boy he collected stamps and a family member gave him 
the 1952 Marion County duck stamp for his collection. He kept the stamp throughout his life as a memento and 
now the time had come to dispose of his childhood collection, including his cherished Marion County stamp. 
Knowing that it was the last unrecorded stamp, Michael made the man a substantial offer and so we have now 
arrived at the end of our story (Jaffe, 2014). The 1952 duck stamp is printed in black on mint green paper and 
measures 40 x 32 mm.

�

FIGURE 49. THE 1952 MARION COUNTY DUCK STAMP. 
NUMBER 1 ON MY WANT LIST FOR OVER TWENTY YEARS.
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